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Press Release
Stylish and impressive: Faucet and sink innovations from Naber
In every kitchen, the sink and faucet are subjected to a great deal of wear and tear and also
catch the eye – so functionality and aesthetics have to be perfectly coordinated. Naber
devotes a lot of attention to the accessory duo in its development work. Following attractive
sink innovations, the kitchen accessories specialist is launching a range of premium kitchen
faucets that impress with their inner values and accentuated design.
Long-lasting and well-balanced: ARMATE® SERVIZIO
The new ARMATE® SERVIZIO series from Naber combines the functionality of an
indestructible kitchen faucet with a charmingly luxurious appearance. The three model
families in premium design offer ease of use plus unique product features. The strengths of
the "Portare" faucets with high outlets – also available in matt black – lie above all in the 360degree swivel range and the energy-efficient Cold-Start technology: up to the middle position
of the mixing lever, only the cold water pipe is opened. Only when the lever is moved beyond
this very frequently selected middle position into the hot water range is the energy-intensive
heated water mixed in. "Portare" faucets are equipped with anti-limescale aerators and also
impress with their flawless surfaces.
With their clear lines and absolutely trustworthy inner workings, the "Lastra" faucets are also
stylishly confident. Thanks to the meticulous high-gloss chrome plating or stainless-steel
finish, their surfaces radiate a fascinating luminosity. The interplay of shapes in the "Venere"
faucets is expressive and allows curves and straight lines to flow harmoniously into one
another. The model with pull-out outlet contains a spherical crockery rinser with two spray
types on a 150 cm long, hard-wearing fabric hose.
The sophisticated technology of the ARMATE® SERVIZIO faucets "Made in Germany"
produces a smooth and precise mixture of cold and hot water and protects against scalding.
NABER provides a ten-year warranty on all models and maintains comprehensive customer
service in Germany and Austria. A brochure on the faucet newcomers explains the products
in detail and is available for download free of charge at naber.com.
Imaginative and flexible: built-in sinks plus accessories
For small urban kitchen spaces, smart kitchen islands, cosy to exclusive kitchen-living rooms
and the special window installation situation, the NABER-CONTURA® built-in sink range
offers the ideal solutions. Models are available for all installation variants in stainless steel,
ceramic and the composite material Cin-Nagranit, and usually also in a set with the matching
faucet. The composite sinks, which are extremely robust despite their silky-soft feel, are
available from Naber in six contemporary colours as solo sinks as well as with small and
larger draining surfaces.
The original PickUP and LineUP ceramic built-in sinks (Design by Hans Winkler Design,
Grafenau) offer a choice of five trendy colours, including matt white. In these single bowl
series, the focus is on the differing design of the draining surfaces: in the LineUP models,
these are located next to the bowl and contain a practical small drainage trough. In the
PickUP sinks, on the other hand, the draining surface is embedded in the sink, forming a

small platform there. This reduces the size of the lower bowl area and means that, when
washing only a few items, the amount of water used is correspondingly low.
The permanently integrated faucet of the award-winning Corno Turno built-in sink
combination (design by tbSTUDIO, Berlin) with ergonomic head control can be tilted with just
one hand movement so that it is completely in the bowl. The model is the starting point for
further beautifully shaped innovations in the NABER-CONTURA® stainless steel segment.
The Corno series above all impress with their minimalist design concept. In the Corno Piu
series, for example, pure aesthetics are reflected in the narrow rim of the bowl, the integrated
strainer basket valve flush with the bottom and the flush-mounted overflow. The wet-grind
finish gives the models a particularly fine, easy-to-clean surface structure.
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